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110th Anniversary Celebration!
Dear Fellow Alumni,
Epsilon Chapter of Theta Chi was founded back
in March of 1909 and has operated continuously
for the past 110 years. Let’s celebrate our founding!
To that end, we’ve reserved the Great Hall in Union
Station in Worcester for our 110th Anniversary
Celebration on Saturday, March 16, 2019. This is
the same location we had our very successful 105th
anniversary event with over 200 Brothers and guests
who attended from across generations of Theta Chi
alumni and undergraduates. Let’s do it again!
The central focus of this anniversary event is
YOU! As such, there will be no formal dinner, no
speeches from National or WPI, and NO COMEDIAN! This is a night where you can spend quality
time just catching up with old friends and sharing

some colorful stories about your time as an undergraduate or alumnus. It’s a great time to reminisce
about your part in our illustrious chapter history.
With 1,300 active alumni, we have plenty of history
and futures to share. Bring your pictures, your significant other, your best friends in the fraternity, and
most of all, bring your Epsilon spirit.
Registration for the event includes the space
rental, hors d’oeuvres, and a cash bar. We are also
planning a slide show of era pictures in which you
might very well appear. Perhaps most importantly to
enthusiasts, there will be two foosball tables set up as
social vehicles and to continue some old scores. Any
remaining proceeds at the end of the night will be
donated to the fraternity charity, the United Service
Organizations (USO) to support the troops. When
you register, you will also have an opportunity to

make a separate donation to the USO or the Epsilon
Building Association property management fund.
Event registration and more details will be provided
via email and Facebook soon.
Mark the date on your calendar now and start
making plans. Talk to Brothers you’re still in touch
with and set up a road trip to meet up at the event.
Book a hotel room and rental car if needed. You
don’t want to be that guy that everyone’s talking
about (“Whatever happened to him?”). Join us
for the festivities and help celebrate 110 years of
Epsilon!
Fraternally,
Jim Melvin ’85
jmm2562@gmail.com
(508) 472-8708

2018 Alumni Dues Reminder and Honor Roll
Brothers,
Last call for alumni dues for 2018! With just a couple weeks left before the
end of the year, now is an excellent time to make your annual dues payment
to the fraternity and remain active with our Chapter. Our Theta Chi Chapter
has approximately 1,300 living members. To date, 51 members, or 4% of our
membership, have donated money in 2018 to support the Chapter. Our sincere

thanks to those of you who have pledged your support this year. Our goal is to
reach 10% participation by December 31. We need your help to reach our goal
to keep our Chapter robust and thriving. Thank you for your consideration.
Please make your donation (or pledge your support) today by visiting alumni.
oxepsilon.org!
Our thanks to the following Brothers for their support:

2018-19 EPSILON BUILDING ASSOCIATION FUND HONOR ROLL
$7,386 pledged as of December 14, 2018
James Melvin Club
($500-$2,500)
William A. Kerr ’60
Allen H. Levesque ’59
John J. Marczewski ’85
James M. Melvin ’85
Donald Simonds Club
($250-$499)
Paul J. Landino ’76
William H. Leslie IV ’86
Edward C. Lowe III ’71
Gerald G. Melesko ’86
Marshall S. Young ’83

Epsilon Club
($100-$249)
James A. Alfieri ’59
Dennis Aves ’84
Oliver E. Bessette ’58
David M. Chute ’86
Derek W. Cygan ’93
David B. Denniston ’58
Joseph A. Gugliemino ’83
Neil P. Hagerty ’95
Derek R. Hall ’09
Leigh H. Hickcox ’53
Sean D. Leary ’94
William E. Lightfoot ’65

Daniel J. Lussier ’86
Daniel J. Merrikin ’93
Peter J. Mulvihill ’78
Thomas B. Newman, Jr. ’64
Marc Nicolazzo ’93
Michael J. Perriello ’89
Gary C. Sawicki ’80
Michael C. Thorogood ’76
Edward A. Valenti ’87
Richard M. Wiberg ’58

Theta Chi Club
($51-$99)
David S. Bresnick ’05
Wayne D. Ponik ’65
Ewen A. Ross ’94
Paul A. Sanneman ’86
Annual Alumni Dues
($50)
Alfred E. Barry ’57
Robert M. Barta II ’88
Ronald A. Barth ’85
Samuel P. Bigelow ’84
Luke L. Boucher ’04

T. Roger Danielson ’58
Stephen B. Douglas ’71
Harris C. Howland Sr. ’70
Maxwell A. Kuhns ’09
John Machonis Jr. ’63
John D. Minott ’57
Michael Narkevicius ’97
William P. Ouellette II ’92
Michael J. Schwartz ’04
James M. Tolos ’61
Seymour Williams III ’64

Donations go directly to the EBA fund to maintain the property. Thanks to previous donors, the Chapter House now has brand new windows and three renovated
bedrooms. We need your help to fund both ongoing property maintenance and the next major renovation to replace the entire exterior siding ($200K!). Alumni dues
are currently set at $50/year, with more certainly appreciated. Make your donation now at alumni.oxepsilon.org to be included in the annual report displayed at the
110th anniversary celebration in March. More importantly, invest in Theta Chi!
alumni.oxepsilon.org

2019 Monthly Dinner Schedule
Our first monthly dinner of the academic year took place at the Tavern on
the Square. There was a great turnout from brothers and alumni at this event.
The next alumni dinner took place at the Smokestack Urban Barbeque. There
was a solid turnout at this dinner with over 18 brothers in attendance! With
bacon on tap at the restaurant for free, it is safe to say it was one of the more
popular dinners of the year. One of the most recent alumni dinners took place
at RedBones in Somerville. In previous years, this has been a popular event with
over 30 brothers in attendance. This year was nothing short of that, with many
brothers in attendance enjoying the barbeque Redbones had to offer. Check
out the dinner schedule below for 2019 and join your Brothers for some casual
dining and libations.

Brothers at one RedBones table enjoy some fine BBQ and great Theta Chi conversation.

January
February

3
7

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

7
4
2
6
4
1
5
3
7
5

(no dinner due to holiday)
Firefly’s BBQ
Big Daddy’s Burger Bar
O’Connors Irish Pub
Magnolia Smokehouse
The Boynton
Chama Grill
(no dinner due to holiday)
(open for suggestion)
Tavern on the Square
Smokestack Urban BBQ
RedBones
HorseShoe Pub

350 E Main St, Marlborough, MA 01752
Raleigh, NC
1160 West Boylston St., Worcester, MA 01606
6 Harvard Square, Brookline, MA
119 Highland St, Worcester, MA 01609
115 Main St., North Andover, MA 01845
810 Constitution Ave, Littleton, MA 01460
139 Green St, Worcester, MA 01604
55 Chester St, Somerville, MA 02144
29 South St, Hudson, MA 01749

Pete White ’85 showing off
his excellent bowling form.

Bowling with Brews
On March 24, 2019, we will have our next annual Epsilon bowling event. Last year’s event was a grand success with over 60 Brothers participating,
including 30 alumni. Alumni from a variety of classes competed and caught up with old friends. Brothers enjoyed wings, pizza, beverages, and an open bar
while bowling. Spirits were high as classes were reunited in a competitive and fun environment. We hope to make this event even better next year with a larger
turnout. A team sign-up sheet will be released soon. The location is to be determined but keep an eye out for updates as the date approaches.

Joe Gugliemino ’83, Jim Melvin ’85,
Ray Durling ’87, and Bill Leslie ’86.
alumni.oxepsilon.org

Career Networking at Theta Chi
On February 12, Theta Chi Epsilon
Chapter started a new tradition of
hosting a Theta Chi Career Night
with the purpose of improving active
Brothers’ job search and interview
skills. The event was organized by a
team of active Brothers and alumni of
the Epsilon Chapter, who reached out
to alumni to see if they were interested
in sharing their knowledge with their
Brothers. They successfully recruited
nine alumni and the Epsilon Chapter
advisor to participate in the event. The
event started with them giving a quick
overview of their individual careers
after WPI, and then continued with a Q&A. The Brothers received many
helpful tips, ranging from how to prepare elevator pitches to what questions
to ask during interviews. Once the Brothers’ questions were answered, our
alumni met with Brothers one-on-one to provide more personal advice.
The alumni and active Brothers broke out into a networking and résumé
critiquing session. The brothers revised their résumés with the help of various

alumni in order to ensure success in
finding an internship, co-op, or job.
Some alumni even took résumés from
Brothers to pass along to their employers in hopes of assisting the brothers
in finding jobs within their own
organization. The event was extremely
successful, as Brothers received a lot
of useful advice and one Brother even
received an internship at the prestigious MIT Lincoln Labs. Even though
the Alumni Career Night was primarily
focused on educating Brothers, the
alumni and active Brothers were able
to share stories about their time in the
house. Moments like these help to preserve the history of the house and carry
on traditions from the past. Theta Chi fully intends to continue this event as
a tradition. To further continue the education and success of the Brothers, the
next Theta Chi Career Night is scheduled for Monday, February 18, 2019.
We hope to see new and returning alumni there!

Homecoming 2018
This year’s Homecoming was a huge success! The alumni in attendance ranged from the class of 1959
(Allen Levesque ’59) to the class of 2018. A lot of memories and laughs were shared between the 60
members in attendance. The day began with food and games in the campus center odeum. Originally,
there was supposed to be a barbeque and games on the quad, but due to inclement weather it had to
be moved to indoors. Afterward, some Brothers toured around the school to reminisce while others returned to the house. Dinner was then served, and everyone ate together as a group in the dining room.
Awards were presented near the end of the dinner.
The Chapter would like to congratulate to Jeffrey Smith ’93 for receiving the Alumni Award for
Outstanding Achievement! Jeff’s work to launch his company Riptide Autonomous Solutions is quite
an impressive story. Another alumni award was given to James Melvin ’85. The Alumni Appreciation
Award was presented to Jim as a form of recognition for all the work and positive impact he has had
on the Chapter for multiple years. Other awards throughout the night consisted of the Helping Hand
Award given to Graysen DeLuca ’19, the Academic Achievement Award to Kyle Scaplen ’19, and the
MVP award to Daniel Pelaez ’20. Afterward, there was a poker game in the alumni room with players
ranging from participants of the class of ’85 to ’21. Overall, Homecoming was a successful event. It was
a great time for everyone to reminisce about old memories from their tenure at Theta Chi and WPI.
Among so many contributors, extra special thanks to the following undergraduates for helping to
make Homecoming such a great success:
Connor Buek ’21 - organized dining room/made sure house looked clean
Michael Connor ’21 - organized dining room/made sure house looked clean
Alec Mitkov ’21 - organized dining room
John Eracar ’20 - made sure name tags and guest notebook were set up by entrance for all to see
Jon Lazri ’21 - set up warm dorm to keep younger alumni entertained
Vinay Nair ’21 - organized and setup poker in the alumni room
Anthony Arrigo ’19 - head chef
Cole Wilcutt ’20 - chef ’s helper
Jeremy Wong ’21 - chef ’s helper
Noah Goren ’21 - chef ’s helper
Kevin Sifuentes ’20 - Homecoming lead, planning and execution
Daniel Pelaez ’20 - Homecoming planning and execution
Fraternally,
Kevin Sifuentes ’20
Alumni Relations Chairman

alumni.oxepsilon.org

Jim Dowd ’93 holding a Riptide vehicle with Jeff Smith ’93.

Alumni Award for Outstanding Achievement
2018 RECIPIENT - JEFF SMITH ’93

Congratulations to Jeff Smith ’93 for receiving the Alumni Award for Outstanding Achievement by the
Chapter at Homecoming 2018. Jeff was in attendance to accept the award along with several peers, including Chris Weeks ’91, Jim Dowd ’93, and Todd Miller ’90. Just after dinner at the house, Jeff accepted the
award and shared a few inspiring words with the attendees about his path to success and the role Theta Chi
played along the way.
Graduating in 1993, Jeff landed his first career job at GE Aerospace in Pittsfield, Mass., in the field of
engineering. Through a series of mergers and acquisitions in the defense industry, he transitioned to work for
General Dynamics in the Advanced Information Systems organization. He served for 16 years in program
management and ended up in the advanced programs group, a forward-looking specialized group comprised
mostly of retired Navy captains and admirals.
Jeff took his experience and vision to Bluefin Robotics in 2008, where he was hired as the director of
programs. He led several major product development efforts that contributed to significant company growth,
including the largest AUV (autonomous underwater vehicle) program on record. Subsequently, Jeff was
promoted to COO.
Sometime later, Jeff’s innovative vision and the parent company product strategy diverged. To capitalize
on a key unaddressed market opportunity, Jeff courageously left the company to create his own venture.
In 2015, he launched Riptide Autonomous Solutions. Hiring some key industry players, as well as some
talented fellow Theta Chis, Jeff started building small AUVs in his kitchen. The fledgling company has now
delivered over 100 AUVs and has locations in Somerville and Plymouth, Mass.
Led by Jeff and his team, Riptide Vehicles changed the industry by offering greater capabilities at much
lower prices than the competition. The company designs the next generation of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV) and other autonomous marine robots for defense, research, and exploration of our world’s waters.
To read more about Riptide Autonomous Solutions, including industry awards, please check out the company LinkedIn page: www.linkedin.com/company/riptide-autonomous-solutions.
Congratulations to Jeff on a well-deserved recognition and Chapter award!
Fraternally,
Chris Weeks ’91

alumni.oxepsilon.org

EBA Financial Facts
MORTGAGE:

Principle Balance: $392K
Interest Rate: 5.25%
Monthly Payment: $5,925
Property Tax: $16K/yr

ANNUAL INCOME:

$156K chapter rent
$8K+ alumni donations

ANNUAL EXPENSES:

Mortgage: $71K
Property Insurance: $13K
OmegaFi Alumni Services: $5K
Misc.: $5K
Routine Maintenance: $30K
Capital Projects: $30K - $100K

COMPLETED PROJECTS:

2018 New Windows: $75K
2018 Room Renovations (3 per Year):
$25K
2018 Pipe Break Repairs: $36K

PLANNED PROJECTS:

2019 New Exterior Siding: $160K - $200K
2019 Room Renovations (3 per Year):
$25K
2020+ Roger Perry Library Renovation:
$200K

New Chapter Advisory Board
The Epsilon Building Association Inc. (EBA)
was originally chartered to acquire, maintain,
and improve our Chapter’s home to the brotherhood on the WPI campus. For many years, it has
also served as our de facto alumni organization,
which managed not only the building but also
all alumni activities, programming, and engagement with our undergraduate Brothers. The
EBA is now considering a reorganization into
three purposeful areas: property management,
alumni programming, and Chapter advising.
Details are forthcoming on all three areas, but
the new Chapter Advisory Board (CAB) clearly
presents a great opportunity for alumni like
yourself to get more involved in the fraternity, regardless of where you live or
how much time you have to dedicate.
After a few years of consideration and discussion, the active Chapter members
and alumni have decided to establish a CAB. The CAB, as recommended by
Theta Chi International Headquarters (IHQ), is an advisory board comprised of
alumni who serve as mentors to the active Chapter’s executive board members.
Discussions can range from leadership guidance to personal counsel. Building
on a successful launch, the mentoring program may be extended in the future to
include additional Chapter officers and potentially the membership at large.
Initially, CAB membership will be aligned with the number of Chapter executive board positions. Each CAB member will be paired directly to one executive
board member. It will be a mutual responsibility for both the CAB members and
Chapter executive members to develop and maintain consistent communication
throughout their time in office. Ultimately, the goal is to provide the Chapter’s
executive board members with an alumnus resource to openly share their experiences, challenges, and potential issues as related to their role within the active
Chapter.
Individual alumnus CAB members are expected to meet with their undergraduate counterparts for “status update” conversations (email, text, phone, etc.) at
least twice per month during the academic year. Subsequently, they will provide
a summary update to the CAB about their conversations and to share their
experience. Additionally, the CAB will conduct a meeting with the Chapter’s
officers twice during the year, once prior to the start of the academic year and
once during officer transition. At these meetings, the CAB will help to refine
the roles and responsibilities of the executive officers. In addition, the CAB will
assist the Chapter with activities scheduling to avoid over-programming and to
maximize membership participation. The meetings between CAB members and
executive officers will prove to be extremely important to their individual success
and success of the Chapter.

Brandon Otte ’13, Sam Bigelow ’84, Dennis Aves ’84, and Ryan Rogan ’11.

North Carolina Dinners
Theta Chi alumni dinners have reached North Carolina! In the past
few months Brother Dennis Aves ’84 started to gather members of
the Epsilon Chapter to meet for dinners in the North Carolina area.
Events like this are reminders of how truly close our brotherhood still
remains. Attendance for dinners has done nothing but increase over
the past few events, with attendees ranging from class of ’84 to class of
’13, and we hope to see these numbers rise. The Chapter encourages
you to start a movement like Dennis has and meet with Epsilon Brothers in your area. We invite you to share these experiences with us, as
all brothers love to see how our relationships last for life. The next NC
alumni dinner will be held on Thursday, February 7, at Big Daddy’s
Burger Bar in Raleigh and is open to non-Carolinians who may be
visiting the area!

All alumni, regardless of where you live, are invited to participate in the
program and utilize your specific talents and experience to further promote the
Helping Hand at Theta Chi. If you are interested in helping with the formation
of the Epsilon CAB or serving as a member, please send an email to billlucas3@
hotmail.com to ask questions or to share your interest level and leadership experience. You can also add your name to the volunteer list at https://tinyurl.com/
y86lcysf. The Chapter and I look forward to working with you!
Fraternally,
Bill Lucas ’98
John Adams ’92, Ryan Rogan ’11, Brandon Otte ’13, Sam Bigelow ’84,
Jim Sahadi ’85, Matt Vessie ’86, and Dennis Aves ’84.

alumni.oxepsilon.org

State of the Chapter
MESSAGE FROM THE NEW PRESIDENT
MESSAGE FROM THE
PAST PRESIDENT
Dear Brothers,
The Epsilon Chapter has done a great job in
the past year. Recruitment is going very well
and we anticipate a large pledge class of close to
30 students. The brotherhood is strong and the
house budget is financially stable. The Brothers
worked hard painting walls (hallways on each
floor, dining room, and TV room) and redoing
flooring (alumni room and the gentleman’s
commons). The EBA also had the windows in
every bedroom replaced with more efficient and
less drafty ones.
On campus we are rebuilding Theta Chi’s
strong reputation with more Brothers becoming
involved in various school clubs and organizations.
Fall elections brought many experienced and
talented Brothers to positions of leadership.
These new officers are eager to do their best and
I have faith that they will.
In closing, I would like to thank my bench,
fellow officers, Brothers, and alumni who were
responsible for the Chapter’s success during my
time at the house.
Fraternally,
Alexander Alvarez ’19
alumni.oxepsilon.org

Brothers,
I am pleased to announce that Epsilon Chapter
progressed in the right direction this past year and
is on track to be as strong as ever. We have done a
terrific job on multiple fronts, but we also realize
that we are only halfway there.
In the past there have been several aspects that
were being neglected and we recognize this fully.
Our relationship with our alumni base has not
always been the strongest; however, within the past
year we have seen extraordinary improvements
thanks to past Alumni Relations Chairman Kevin
Sifuentes ’20. The chapter planned and executed
several very successful alumni events thanks to our
dedicated and hardworking Brothers. Growing our
alumni network is extremely important as it will
later serve Brothers as an invaluable resource for
years to come. Just in the past year we have already
had several alumni reach out to undergraduates
for summer internship and full-time employment
opportunities. I have been working very closely with
Kevin and Jim Melvin ’85 on improving our alumni
relations overall.
Another area we will be focusing on in the next
year is our involvement on campus with philanthropic events and an increased presence within
the WPI community as a whole. Our newly elected
philanthropy chairman, Jeremy Wong ’21, has been
planning various events which will help demonstrate
to the WPI administration that we are much more
than a close-knit brotherhood and that we want to
give back to our alma mater as well. After all, it is

alma mater first, and Theta Chi for alma mater.
Last month we also had two brothers elected
into IFC positions, which will improve our overall
campus involvement. Dennis Leary ’21 and Jaden
Chin ’21 will be the next vice president of recruitment and public relations chairman, respectively.
There is no doubt in my mind that these two men
will represent the Chapter to the best of their ability
and have a positive impact with IFC at WPI over the
next year.
Moving forward I would like to build a better
working relationship between the brotherhood and
the EBA. Communication between us should be
clear and straightforward so that actives understand
what the EBA’s purpose is and how they are able to
help us in various scenarios. Most Brothers do not
even understand what the EBA does, but I will make
sure that this is no longer the case going forward.
A final goal of mine is to fill the house to capacity
once again for the first time in almost 20 years. With
Kevin as our new recruitment chairman and myself
as the new president, I know that we will make it
happen (we are the dynamic duo afterall!).
I would like to extend a large thank-you to all of
those that have helped me along the way, including
our exiting executive board and extremely helpful
alumni that have set the Chapter house up for
success.
Fraternally,
Daniel Pelaez ’20

Theta Chi Résumés Posted

Passing of
Alex Papianou ’57

Dear Alumni Brothers,
Our undergraduates are looking for full-time, coop, and summer jobs. If you have an opportunity
in your company or professional network, please consider a Theta Chi. Your advice and counsel are
also most welcome. Résumé reviews, phone screens, mock interviews, and general career guidance
are all a great way to extend a Helping Hand to your Brothers.
Résumés are now available for your review at https://tinyurl.com/y87xcz68. Feel free contact
candidates directly.
Additionally, Alan Belniak ’97 set up a private LinkedIn group just for Theta Chi Epsilon. There
is a Conversations tab and a Jobs tab (viewable on desktop only). You can post job openings, discuss
various career-related topics, and further network with your alumni Brothers. Please join the group
and stay connected.
Theta Chi (Epsilon Chapter) Networking (157 members and counting):
https://tinyurl.com/y8zbcua2
Thanks for helping to make Theta Chi better every day!
Fraternally,
Jim Melvin ’85

Alex Papianou ’57 and his wife, Marcia, at
Alex’s 80th birthday party.

Just prior to publication, we learned of the
unfortunate passing of Alex Papianou ’57.
Alex was a great champion of Theta Chi and
WPI and one our most respected alumnus
Brothers. We plan to dedicate the next edition of the ECHO to Alex and his lifelong
contributions to family, fraternity, and alma
mater. Please share your best memories of
Alex with James Melvin ’85 at jmm2562@
gmail.com for publication in the next newsletter, focused on celebrating his life.

Theta Chi Poker Tournament for Charity
On Friday, January 26, Theta Chi Epsilon will host the Alumni and Undergraduate Poker tournament to benefit the USO. This event allows alumni and undergraduates to battle it out with the end goal of the opportunity to have their name etched onto the winner plaque. The event will start with dinner and drinks for the
alumni and undergraduates. This provides a chance to sit down and catch up before the tournament. In the most recent tournament, we raised $600 for the USO.
The current champion is Adam Macsata ’16, with Dave Tahajian ’85 and James Melvin ’85 as close runner-ups. We look forward to having as many alumni as
possible come show off their skills, as well as teach the undergraduates some real poker skills.

Theta Chi Poker Tournament - 2018 Final Table

alumni.oxepsilon.org

Theta Chi
Worcester Polytechnic Institute #1193
PO Box 2187
Columbus, GA 31902-2187
Address Service Requested

Help us keep our alumni records up-to-date!
Clip this form, place it in a stamped
envelope and send to:
Theta Chi
Worcester Polytechnic Institute #1193
PO Box 2187
Columbus, GA 31902-2187
Name_______________________________
Graduation Year______________________
Address_____________________________
___________________________________
City/State/Zip________________________
Phone ______________________________
E-mail_______________________________

Theta Chi Top Chef
On January 24, 2019, we will celebrate QC Top Chefs from among
our most culinary inclined alumni! This event hasn’t been held in the
past few years but we have decided to invite talented alumni to come
back and show off their cooking skills. Our QC Top Chefs this year are
Ernie Cormier ’81 and Kevin Barrett ’83. During the event, alumni
will create their own menu and show active Brothers what they missed in
the past. To whom it may concern, alumni will not have to worry about
cleaning or serving because active Brothers will be willing to clean after
a delicious meal. It is an event where alumni are able to bring back good
memories and satisfy the house with a creation of their own, while also
getting an update on the Chapter and meeting new Brothers. The event
will be held at none other than Theta Chi Fraternity (85 Salisbury St,
Worcester, MA 01609) and will be during dinner time, which is 6:00
p.m. There will also be some post-dinner foosball to cap off the night.
We hope to see you there!

Visit the Theta Chi Website
Visit alumni.oxepsilon.org, the official Epsilon alumni website, to:
•
Learn more about the Chapter
•

Search for alumni

•

Update your address, phone number, and e-mail address

•

Find out about upcoming events

•

Post noteworthy accomplishments (a new baby, a recent marriage, a
recent promotion, etc.)

•

Support the Epsilon Building Association Fund

Connect with Us on Facebook
Epsilon Active Chapter
www.facebook.com/thetachiwpi
Epsilon Chapter Alumni Association
www.facebook.com/ThetaChiEpsilonAlumni

